Looking for a vendor that offers E&M training for your physicians?
LOOK TO THE LEADER. LOOK TO PANACEA.
The Panacea E&M
Physician Training Program

Learning Objectives

The largest overhaul of the evaluation and management

• Review the revised 2021 E&M guidelines for selecting

guidelines in two decades becomes effective Jan. 1, 2021.
And getting your physicians onboard and on the same page
is a major challenge—a challenge that must be accomplished
in order to remain compliant and quantify new reimbursement.

Look to Us
Panacea now offers E&M training for your physicians, coders

The E&M training will…
the correct level of service for clinic patient visits;
• Discuss what is changing, and what is not; and
• Demonstrate how to document levels of service based on
the revised guidelines for Medical Decision Making or Time.

Training Delivery Options

50-minute training session. Led by nationally recognized coding

We offer ﬂexible, convenient and
customized delivery options of this
important E&M training by…

educator Kathy Pride, RHIT, CPC, CCS-P, CPMA, executive vice

• Delivering an on-demand video in an MP4 format to

and other qualiﬁed healthcare professionals who provide E&M
services in the clinic or other outpatient settings via a concise

president of coding and documentation services for Panacea,

host on the physician group or health system learning

this E&M training is timely and relevant.

management system (LMS);
• Providing access via login on Panacea’s LMS;
• Offering optional live Q&A sessions to augment the
on-demand training;
• Delivering interactive virtual group training with an
instructor, and
• Offering private and personalized tutorial training.

www.panaceainc.com
866-926-5933

WE’RE
PANACEA
At Panacea we’re here for you. We will train your physicians, coders and compliance professionals on the major changes
to the 2021 E&M guidelines. And we can provide E&M coding audits as well as important E&M ﬁnancial impact studies.
* The E&M training is eligible to receive continuing education credit from AAPC.

